**Introduction:**

1) Who is the Supreme Ruler of the universe, including our world? _________

2) God wants us to be inactive or active participants in spreading His kingdom on earth.

3) The Kingdom of God is the __________ _____ ______ exercising its ______________ as the power of the Holy Spirit works through our _____________.

4) Wherever God’s kingdom governs, it [_______________] is visibly demonstrated, and every work of Satan must ___________ because darkness cannot remain in the same territory occupied by God’s light.

5) Many of us have heard teachings and read books about the Kingdom of God, yet ______ of us have a deep revelation and understanding of what it [_____________________] is, so we __________ out on its truths and benefits. We __________ to understand its potency for changing lives.

**The Kingdom and the Church:**

6) How many times Jesus spoke about the ‘Kingdom’? ______________________

7) How many times Jesus spoke about the ‘Church’? ________________________

8) After crucifixion and resurrection, what did Jesus do during 40 days?

9) YES NO NOT SURE: Do you believe Jesus is God the Son (½ God and ½ Man).

10) The church is composed of those:

   - who have been ______________ through the death and resurrection of Jesus and
   - who are __________ to expand His Kingdom.

11) God’s invisible, eternal, and supernatural realm _________ the visible, temporal, and natural world by means of men and women who are born by the Spirit into His Kingdom.

12) The Church is the Kingdom or the Agency through which the Kingdom is extended.

13) The Kingdom of God is the Manifestation of the spiritual realm that demonstrates His what on earth?

**The Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of heaven:**

14) Another misunderstanding about 2 Kingdoms:

   - The ‘Kingdom of Heaven’ is a spiritual ______________ called ‘heaven’,
     - from which God ___________ and _______________ the earth and the entire universe.

15) This [the ‘Kingdom of Heaven’] is God’s dwelling place or atmosphere, where His throne, the courts of angels, elders, etc.
The Father’s seat of glory and power is surrounded by what?
What does it mean to you?

16) The ‘Kingdom of Heaven’ is: visible or invisible
17) The ‘Kingdom of Heaven’_______________ the visible world as the ‘Kingdom of God’.
18) Everything that takes place on______________ to advance the Kingdom must first be
   ◆ ________________,
   ◆ ________________,
   ◆ ________________ in heaven.
19) The ‘Kingdom of God’ extends the dominion and authority of the King _____ the world.
20) The ‘Kingdom of God’ is the realm where His will is ____________, producing a heaven on earth.
   For example: Each time Jesus announced the good news of the ‘Kingdom’, sickness, sin, demons, poverty, and death could not remain.
21) The ‘Kingdom of God’ flows _____ us and _____________ us by the supernatural power of
   the Holy Spirit, especially
   ◆ as we ____________ how the ‘Kingdom’ functions
   and
   ◆ as we ________ on its principles.
22) We must ____________ the way for people to see the ‘Kingdom of God’, so they may
   ____________ the arrival of the ‘Kingdom’ in their own lives and receive personal
   transformation, healings, and miracles.
23) Apostle Guillermo Maldonado, the author believes—this Bible study is based: which one?
   a) on theories or b) on knowledge gained from personal experience

Application for our Church:
24) Is your church—we now are studying the Bible lesson is based on theories or on personal experience?
25) YES NO NOT SURE: Have we the church ‘light’ the way for deaf people to see the Kingdom of God, so
   the deaf people may experience the arrival of the Kingdom in their own lives and receive personal
   transformation, healings, and miracles?
26) What is the ‘Kingdom’ function that we the church need to learn?
27) What is ‘its principles’ that we the church must act?
28) YES NO NOT SURE: Is the Kingdom of God flow in us the church and through us the church by the
   supernatural power of the Holy Spirit?
29) The Kingdom of God is the life of God exercising its influence as the Power of the Holy Spirit works
   through our ‘humanity’. What does this ‘the power of the Holy Spirit works through your ‘humanity’
   means to you? How? Discuss with group.
Answer:
1. God
2. active
3. life of God, influence, humanity
4. [God’s Kingdom], depart
5. few, [God’s Kingdom], miss, fail
6. more than 100 times
7. two times
8. Jesus instructed His disciples about the Kingdom.
9. no
10. redeemed, called
11. impacts
12. agency
13. lordship, dominion, and will
14. location
   rules, influences
15. unapproachable light, means...No one comes near to Him who is HOLY.
16. invisible
17. impacts
18. earth
   revealed
   declared
   decreed
19. to
20. obeyed
21. in, through
   learn
   act
22. light, experience
23. on knowledge gain from personal experience
24. on knowledge gain from personal experience
25. no
26. the supernatural power of Holy Spirit flows in and through us the church
27. follow what the Bible tells us to do
28. no
29. n/a